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WordNet
(Miller et al. 1990)

Total Noun Verb Adj Adv

Word 129.625 94.503 12.156 20.199 4.575

Synset 99.758 66.054 10.348 17.944 3.604

}}A lexical database:
}} psycholinguistic grounding
}} just for supporting humans in browsing vocabularies

Version1.6

WordNEt Overview



WordNet 3.0

Total Noun Verb Adj Adv

Word 155,327 117,097 11,488 22,141 4,601

Synset 117,597 81,426 13,650 18,877 3,644

Monosemic 128,321 101,321 6,261 16,889 3,850

WordNEt Overview (3.0)



Struttura di WN

}}Synset = synonym set
}} set of synonyms as lexicalized concepts, e.g., 
{vehicle, car, automobile}

}}relations
}} lexical: between words composing synsets

}}synonym, antonym, …
}} semantics: between synsets

}}hypernym, meronym, implication, …

WordNEt Structure
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SYNSET SYNSET

Vehicle
with 4
wheels

Railway	
car

Vehicle
Car

Automobile

Railway

Car  

Railway Car

An Example: Car



La sinonimia in WN

}}A term can be replaced in at least one context

WordNet Synonym: Two words W1 and W2 are
synonyms if replacing W1 with W2 in at least one
(linguistic) context, the meaning of the given sentence
does not change

Synonym text:
If X is Noun1, then X it is Noun2, and vice 

versa  
It is a fiddle, therefore it is a violin

It is a violin, therefore it is a fiddle

Synonym



Le relazioni in WN

Sem

Category Relation Type Example

Noun Hypernym/hypo

Meronym

Sem

Sem

dog IS A KIND OF animal

arm IS A PART OF body

Verb Implication:
Cause
Precondition
Troponym
Inclusion

Opposition

Sem

Lex

to kill CAUSES to die

to succeed ENTAILS DOING to try  

to limp IS ONE WAY TO walk  

snore ENTAILS DOING to sleep

to die ANTONYM to be born

Adj Antonym Lex hot ANTONYM cold

Adv Derived adj

Antonym

Lex

Lex

quickly DERIVED FROM quick

quickly ANTONYMslowly

Relations



shop, store

delicatessen, deli,  
food shop

bookshop,
bookstore, 
bookstall

stall, stand,  
sales booth

newsstandcoffee stall

mercantile establish-
ment, retail store

Nouns Hyperonym
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Chair Desk

Seat Table

Furniture

Nouns Hyperonym
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fast slowalacritous

swift
prompt

quick
laggard

tardy

leisurely

sluggish
dilatory

rapid

Adjectives Antonymy, Similarity



}} single words{palace, castle}
}}compound words{blueberry}
}}collocations{one way}
}} idiomatic expressions{kick the bucket, buy the  

farm, snuff it}

}}artificial nodes: the do not represent lexical 
concepts

{create by mental act, create mentally}

Lexical units



La rappresentazione del 
significato in WordNet

}}Synset:
}} it does not provide a full specification of the word 

meaning
}} it points to a lexical concept and represent its 

(partial) meaning by means of its lexical and 
semantics relations  with other lexical concepts

}}The core approach:
}}allowing the distinction between two lexicalized 

concepts is enough

The representation of meaning in WordNEt



}}Meaning composition
}}Meaning postulate
}}Prototypes
}}Semantic networks
}}…

WordNet and Other theories of meaning



Analisi
scomposizionale
}}word meaning = set of atomic concepts
}}E.g.: to buy (Jackendoff 1983)

Meaning composition



I postulati di significato
(Fodor 1970)

}}Meaning postulates: representation of word 
meaning by representing meaning relations 
between words

}} E.g.: to buy

buy(x,y,z)
buy(x,y,z)
buy(x,y,z)
buy(x,y,z)

get (x,y,z)
pay (x,y,z)  
choose (x,y)  
sell (z,y,x)

}} E.g.: bachelor
bachelor(x) man(x) Ù¬married(x)

Meaning postulates (Fodor)



I prototipi

}}Word meaning = information that is true about the 
most typical exemplars related to that concept 

}} e.g. tiger

Meaning postulates (Rosch)



Le reti semantiche
(Quillian 1968)

}}Meaning of a word = relations with other words
}} e.g.: to buy

TAKE OVER

BUY

PICK UP

SELL

GET

CHOOSE

PAY
Entails doing

Entails doing
Antonyms

Troponym

TroponymTroponym

Semantic networks (Quillian)



?

A closer look on the word “get”
….
}} 17. {catch, get}
}} 18. {catch, arrest, get}
}} 19. {get, catch}
}} 20. {get}
}} 21. {get}
}} 22. {get}
}} 23. {catch, get}
}} 24. {catch, get}
}}…

WordNet (just relations?)



Bastano le relazoni? Formalmente…

“get” senses
….
}} 17. {catch, get} àà{understand}
}} 18. {catch, arrest, get} àà{attract, pull, pull in, draw, draw in}

àà{hit}
àà{}
àà{get, acquire}
àà{buy, purchase}
àà{hear}
àà{hurt, ache, suffer}

}} 19. {get, catch}
}} 20. {get}
}} 21. {get}
}} 22. {get}
}} 23. {catch, get}
}} 24. {catch, get}
}} …

WordNet (just relations?)



Bastano le relazioni? Per
uso
}} 17. {catch, get} -- (grasp with the mind or develop an understanding of) "did you catch that

allusion?"; "We caught something of his theory in the lecture"; "don't catch your meaning";
"did you get it?"; "She didn't get the joke"; "I just don't get him“

}} 18. {catch, arrest, get}  -- (attract and fix) "His look caught her"; "She caught his eye"; "Catch  
the attention of the waiter“

}} 19. {get, catch}  -- (reach with a blow or hit in a particular spot) "the rock caught her in the back of the  
head"; "The blow got him in the back"; "The punch caught him in the stomach“

}} 20. {get}  -- (reach by calculation) "What do you get when you add up these numbers?“

}} 21. {get}  -- (acquire as a result of some effort or action) "You cannot get water out of a stone"; "Where did  
she get these news?“

}} 22. {get}  -- (purchase) "What did you get at the toy store?“

}} 23. {catch, get}  -- (perceive by hearing) "I didn't catch your name"; "She didn't get his name when they met  
the first time“

}} 24. {catch, get}  -- (suffer from the receipt of) "She will catch hell for this behavior!"

WordNet (just relations?)

“get” glosses



I significati in WordNet (con glosse)

snake, serpent, ophidian – (limbless scaly elongate reptile;  
some are venomous)

snake, snake in the grass – (a deceitful or treacherous  
person)

Snake, Snake River – (a tributary of the Columbia River)

Hydra, Snake – (a long faint constellation near the  
equator stretching between Virgo and Cancer)

Meanings in WordNet



http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
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WordNet: Let’s try it



WordNet: Let’s try it



Due strategie
principali
}}EuroWordNet

}}Create synsets, create relations for every language

}}Then map sysnets

}}MultiWordNet
}}Create synsets for a new WordNet mapped to the English 

wordnet synsets (Princeton WordNet, PWN)

}} Importing the semantic relations the new wordnet

WordNet for multiple languages



EuroWordNet

}}Dutch, Italian, Spanish, English (30,000 ss)
}}German, French, Estonia, Czech (10,000 ss)
}}Relation set extended with 

relations between languages 
(near_synonym, xpos_…)

}}Language Index (ILI) for relations between 
languages (eq_...)

}}Ontology of core shared concepts
}}Hierarchy of labels for each domain

EuroWordNet



EWN: Indice interlingua

}}Una An unstructured list of ILI indexes
}}Where every ILI index is composed by:

}} a synset
}} an English gloss

}}ILI codes are linked to:
}} Specific synsets meaning for the given language
}} One or more higher general terms
}}Possible domains

}}High level concepts and domains can be linked
with equivalence relations between ILI indexes
and meanings of a specific language

EuroWordNet: InterLingua Index



{drive}

guidare

rijden
drive

conducir

Road
Traffic location

Inter-Lingual-Index

Duch WN

Italian WN

English WN

Spanish WN

Ontologia di dominio Ontologia di alto livello

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…
…

EWN
Structure



}}The starting list is grounded on WordNet 
1.5

}}The list can be extended into two ways:
}}Adding concepts that are present in 

WordNet with other languages (not present 
in WN 1.5) 

}}Adding Global Senses fro grouping more 
specific meanings

How to create ILI



Meronimia WordNet vs.
EuroWordNet

}}WordNet
}} {dog} HAS_PART {tail}
}} {wood} HAS_MEMBER
{tree}
}} {ice} HAS_SUBSTANCE
{water}

}}EuroWordNet
}}{hand} HAS_MERO_PART {finger}
}}{fleet} HAS_MERO_MEMBER {ship}
}}{book} HAS_MERO_MADEOF {paper}
}}{bread} HAS_MERO_PORTION {slice}
}}{desert} HAS_MERO_LOCATION {oasis}

In EuroWordNet
some relations 
have been changed

EWN: new relations (Meronymy)
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As for EuroWordNet, MultiWordNet was 
created for addressing the most used languages: 

Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, English, 
Rumanian, Latin, Jewish.

MultiWordNEt
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The main difference is the strategy followed for 
creating the interlingua index

In MultiWordNet the different languages 
graphs are built upon the English Wordnet
graph.

MultiWordNet



Vantaggi e svantaggi del 
modello MWN

}}Pros:
}} Less manual work

}} High compatibility between different languages graphs

}} Automatic procedures for building new resources

}}Cons:
}} Highly dependent from English WordNet 

structure

Pros and Cons



Nouns Verbs Adjectives Adverbs Total

Word senses 46,086 8,894 5,430 1,955 62,365

Lemmas 33,418 4,814 4,686 1,521 44,439

Synsets 26,747 4,532 3,101 1,097 35,477

Italian WordNet (version 1.4)



Procedure semi-
automatiche applicate in 
MWN

}}Assignment procedure
}} Efficient construction of synsets starting from the English 

reference
}} Given an Italian sense for a word it provides a weighted 

list of similar English synsets

}}Lexical Gaps
}} Individuation of lexical gaps

Semi-automatic procedures



Risorse utilizzate nell’implementazione delle
due procedure

}}Collins Dictionary
}}Princeton WordNet (PWN)
}}WordNet Domains
}}Italian dictionary (DISC)

Procedures and resources (Italian)



Dizionario bilingue Collins

wood [wUd] 1. n a. (material) legno; (timber)
b. (forest) bosco c. (Golf) mazza di legno; (Bowls)
2. adj a. (made of wood) di legno b. (living etc. in a wood)
di bosco, silvestre.

}} Translation groups (TGR):
}} Different senses translated in both languages

}}English part: 40.959 words, 60.901 TGRs
}}Italian part: 32.602 words, 46.545 TGRs

Collins (Italian/English)



La procedura di
assegnazione

It helps Lexicographer to focus on PWN synsets
that are more similar to the one they need to create
}}The procedure finds a restricted set of synsets
}}The lexicographer selects the right synset and discard 
the others

Assignment procedure



L’algoritmo

Ita-word Sense 2

Sense 3

Eng-TE

Eng-TE

1) Find synsets for every sense

PWN synset

PWN synset

PWN synset

PWN synset

The algorithm

PWN synset
Sense 1



L’algoritmo

2)List synsets according to the following major 
criteria:
}} Generic probability
}} Translation
}} Glosses similarity
}} Intersection between synsets

3)Select “best” synsets

The algorithm



Probabilità generica

dagherrotipo sm daguerreotype {daguerreotype} (Atsererias et al. 97)

cane 1. sm (Zool) dog; …

{dog, domestic dog,…}
{frump, dog}
{dog}
{cad, blackguard, dog,...}
{pawl, detent, click, dog}
{andiron, firedog, dog,...}

Generic probability



puntura sf a. (di insetto) sting

{sting, stinging}

{pang, sting}

{sting, bunco,...}

{sting, bite, insect bite}

bite 1. n a. ...; (: of insect) puntura

Translation



Similarità tra le glosse

}}Semantic field:
sclerosis n (Med) sclerosi

ragione,…
}}Synonym, hyperonym:  

reason 1. n a. (motive, cause) 
sole n (fish) sogliola

}}Context:

manico, impugnatura;handle 1. n … (of knife)

(of door, drawer) maniglia

Gloss similarity



) current;corrente ... 3. sf ( Elettr

{current, electric current}
{current, stream}

-- ELECTRICITY
-- GEOGRAPHY

{stream, flow, current} -- GENERIC

Semantic field



albero 1. sm a. ( pianta ) tree

{ tree } -- a tall perennial woody plant having a main trunk ...
{ tree, tree diagram } -- a figure that branches from...

sogliola sf ( pesce ) sole

{ sole } -- right-eyed flatfish; many are valued as food; ...
=> { flatfish } -- any of several families of fishes having ...

{ sole } -- the underside of the foot
=> { area, region } – a part of an animal that has a special...

Sinonimi e Iperonimi in comune
Shared hyperonimy and Synonym



Contesto d’uso

piega sf ... ; ( della pelle ) fold;

{ fold, crease, ... } -- an angular shape made by folding
{ congregation, fold, faithful } -- a group of people who...
{ fold, plica } -- a folded part (as a fold of skin or muscle)
{ fold, sheepfold, sheep pen, sheepcote }-- a pen for sheep
{ fold, folding } -- the act of folding; ...

Context



Intersezione tra dizionario 
e possibile synset

pilastro sm …;(fig: sostegno) pillar, mainstay

{pillar}

{column, tower, pillar} {anchor, mainstay,...}
{pillar, mainstay} {pillar, mainstay}
{column, pillar} {mainstay}
{column, pillar}

Dictionary ans Synset intersection



La procedura per trovare i 
gap lessicali

The  
concept of  
someone
borrowing  
sth

Lexical Unit

Lexical gap (free combination of words)

borrower

chi prende a prestito

LanguageA

Language B

Finding lexical Gaps
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